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Background



HTML 

Hypertext Markup Language



Hypertext means linking

H.P. Lovecraft Lovecraft’s Dagon
The Call of Cthulhu 

At the Mountains of Madness 

Dagon 

The Colour Out of Space 

The Shadow Over Innsmouth

!

It was in one of the most open 
and least frequented parts of 
the broad Pacific that the 
packet of which I was 
supercargo fell a victim to the 
German sea-raider. The great 
war was then at its very 
beginning, and the ocean forces 
of the Hun had not completely 
sunk to their later degradation; 
so that our vessel was made a 
legitimate prize, whilst we of 
her crew were treated …



Markup annotates a document with tags

<recipe>

  <title>Banana Soup</title>

  <ingredientlist>

    <ingredient>1 banana</ingredient>

    <ingredient>1 cup milk</ingredient>

  </ingredientlist>

  <preparation>

    Cut banana into slices. Combine with milk.

  </preparation>

</recipe>

Not HTML!



Development

Design

Coding

Programming Markup



A language is a vocabulary & grammar for communi-
cating with a computer

set theURL to "https://washingtonpost.com"

tell application "Safari"

activate

try

tell window 1 to set current tab to make new 

    tab with properties {URL:theURL}

on error

open location theURL

end try

end tell





Tim Berners-Lee



Tim Berners-Lee

Invented the World Wide 
Web & HTML 
1989-1991



This caption seems both completely accurate & woefully 
incomplete at the same time…



Tim Berners-Lee

Current director of the 
World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C)



International standards 
organization for the World 
Wide Web 

HTML 
CSS 
WOFF 
XML 
XSLT 
PNG 
SVG 

See www.w3.org/TR/



Oct. 1991 HTML Tags (informal)

Nov. 1995 HTML 2

Jan. 1997 HTML 3.2

Dec. 1997 HTML 4.0

Dec. 1999 HTML 4.01

" # $

Oct. 2014 HTML5 (+5.1 & 5.2)

May 2019 HTML 5 Living Standard



“Befre comming [sic] to CERN, Tim worked on, among 
other things, document production and text 
processing. He developped [sic] his first hypertext 
system, ‘Enquire’, in 1980 for his own use (although 
unaware of the existence of the term HyperText). With 
a background in text processing, real-time software 
and communications, Tim decided that high energy 
physics needed a networked hypertext system and 
CERN was an ideal site for the development of wide-
area hypertext ideas.” —Tim Berners-Lee, 1992 
(emphasis added)







Web Hypertext Application 
Technology Working 
Group (WHATWG) 

Founded in 2004 by 
Apple, Opera, & Mozilla in 
response to W3C’s lack of 
interest in HTML 

Wanted to act as a spur to 
the W3C



“Apple, Mozilla and Opera were becoming increasingly 
concerned about the W3C’s direction with XHTML, 
lack of interest in HTML, and apparent disregard for 
the needs of real-world web developers. So, in 
response, these organisations set out with a mission to 
address these concerns and the Web Hypertext 
Application Technology Working Group was born.”



Current Steering Group of WHATWG



For well over a decade there were specifications for 
HTML available on both the WHATWG & the W3C 
websites — & they did not always agree 

This is obviously confusing 



May 2019 

W3C & WHATWG agree that they will work together to 
produce a Living Standard for HTML, which WHATWG 
will maintain on its website





The W3C still handles CSS



So if HTML & CSS are constantly evolving, which parts 
can you use? 

The answer is “what browsers support” — & if browsers 
think that a feature is “insecure, harmful to users, or 
used very rarely” it will be removed from the specs!



caniuse.com





1

2 3









If you ever have questions about HTML, CSS, or 
JavaScript, the first place to look is MDN Web Docs 

“MDN Web Docs, previously Mozilla Developer 
Network … is a documentation repository and learning 
resource for web developers … In 2017, Microsoft, 
Google, and Samsung announced that they would shut 
down their own documentation projects and move all 
their documentation to MDN Web Docs.”









https://chnsa.ws/mdn-html to bookmark

https://chnsa.ws/mdn-html


https://chnsa.ws/mdn-css to bookmark

https://chnsa.ws/mdn-css


https://chnsa.ws/mdn-js to bookmark

https://chnsa.ws/mdn-js


Or use your favorite search engine with mdn first…









How the Web 
Works



Browsers are the Web clients & make requests 

Web servers respond to client requests 

HTTP is the set of rules determining how browsers & 
servers communicate with each other



Parts of a URL



Browsers



You cannot support all browsers (unless you are, say, 
Amazon) 

You need to choose the browsers you will support



Browser Parts





Viewport



Chrome



Chrome

Yep, every browser has chrome — it’s the 
part of the browser that’s not the viewport 

Google was making a nerd joke when it 
decided to call its browser Chrome



Rendering Engines



Rendering Engine (AKA Layout Engine or Web 
Browser Engine) 

Combines HTML, CSS, & JavaScript into formatted 
webpages in the viewport of a web browser (or other 
programs, like email)



Rendering 
Engine

Name Browser

Trident

EdgeHTML

Gecko

WebKit

<blink> Blink

January 2020–Now

☠

☠



March 9, 2021: Edge Legacy no longer receives security 
updates 

August 17, 2021: Microsoft 365 apps & services no 
longer supports IE 11 

June 15, 2022: Microsoft ends support for IE desktop 
app on Windows 10





Chromium is an open source browser, overseen by 
Google, that uses the Blink rendering engine 

About every 6 weeks, Google takes Chromium, adds 
Google (spying) stuff to it & other non-open source 
code, & releases it as Chrome



Lots of other browsers besides Chrome are also based 
on Chromium 

Amazon Silk • Arc • Blisk • Brave • Comodo Dragon • 
Cốc Cốc • DuckDuckGo • Edge • Epic • Falkon • Opera • 
Orion • Qihoo 360 Secure Browser • SalamWeb • 
Samsung Internet • Sidekick • SigmaOS • Sleipnir • 
Slimjet • Torch • UC Browser • Vivaldi • Yandex









✏ SIDE NOTE

A JavaScript engine (or interpreter) executes 
JavaScript code in the web browser



✏ SIDE NOTE

JavaScript Engine Browser

Spider Monkey

Nitro

V8

January 2020–Now



Choices



Internet Explorer/Edge 
Family Tree

Spyglass

WindowsMac

Edge



Netscape/Mozilla/Firefox 
Family Tree

Mosaic

Netscape

MozillaSeaMonkey

Firefox

Mosaic

Thunderbird (email)



Safari/Chromium 
Family Tree

<blink>

WebKit



Internet Explorer (Trident) 
Edge (EdgeHTML) 
Edge (Chromium-based) 

Chrome/Brave/Vivaldi (Chromium-based) 
Firefox (Gecko)

Part of operating system



Safari (WebKit) 

Chrome/Brave/Vivaldi/Edge (Chromium-based) 
Firefox (Gecko)

Part of operating system



Chrome/Vivaldi/Brave/Edge (Chromium-based) 
Firefox (Gecko) 
Konqueror (KHTML or WebKit) 
GNOME Web (WebKit)



Web Servers



You type https://www.granneman.com/writing into 
your browser & press Enter 

Your web browser sends a request to the web server 

The web server responds



Web servers are computers that run web server 
software 

Web servers are pretty simple: they get requests, & they 
respond



3 key web server software packages 

» Apache '⊞ • 21% 

» IIS (Internet Information Services) ⊞ • 3% 

» Nginx '⊞ • 26%

Market share as of December 2022



HTTP



A protocol is “a defined set of rules and regulations that 
determine how data is transmitted in … computer 
networking” —Wikipedia



“HTTP [the Hypertext Transfer Protocol] is the 
foundation of data communication for the World Wide 
Web. … HTTP is the protocol to exchange or transfer 
hypertext.” —Wikipedia



An HTTP session consists of a series of “hidden” 
network request-response transactions between the 
browser & web server







You type https://www.granneman.com/writing into 
your browser & press Enter 

Your web browser sends a request to the web server



GET /writing/ HTTP/1.1

Host: www.granneman.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 

X 10.11; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0

Accept: text/html,application/

xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

DNT: 1

Cookie: CONCRETE5=6h8714bfr5m4g33p4mawxple93

Connection: keep-alive

Cache-Control: max-age=0



GET /writing/ HTTP/1.1

Host: www.granneman.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 

X 10.11; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0

Accept: text/html,application/

xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

DNT: 1

Cookie: CONCRETE5=6h8714bfr5m4g33p4mawxple93

Connection: keep-alive

Cache-Control: max-age=0



The web server responds with a Yes, No, or Maybe





HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:02:26 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

Vary: User-Agent,Accept-Encoding

Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT

Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate, 

post-check=0, pre-check=0

Pragma: no-cache

Content-Encoding: gzip

Content-Length: 4031

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8



HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:02:26 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

Vary: User-Agent,Accept-Encoding

Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT

Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate, 

post-check=0, pre-check=0

Pragma: no-cache

Content-Encoding: gzip

Content-Length: 4031

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8



The web server sends the webpage HTML to your web 
browser





<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en" class="cID-95">

<head>

  <meta charset="UTF-8">

  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-

width, initial-scale=1.0">

  <title>Writing :: Scott Granneman</title>

  <meta name="description" content="Scott 

Granneman's work as a professional writer.">

  <link rel="stylesheet" href="/themes/

bootstrap/css/main.css">

…





Your web browser asks the web server for the 1st linked 
content (e.g., JavaScript or CSS) it sees in the webpage’s 
HTML 

Header info about the 1st linked content is sent by the 
web server to the browser 

The web server sends the 1st linked content to your web 
browser 

Repeat the above for each linked content item (including 
images & videos) until complete



GET /themes/bootstrap/css/main.css HTTP/1.1

Host: www.granneman.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 

10.11; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0

Accept: text/css,*/*;q=0.1

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

DNT: 1

Referer: http://www.granneman.com/writing/

Cookie: CONCRETE5=6h8714bfr5m4g33p4mawxple93

Connection: keep-alive

If-Modified-Since: Sat, 16 Apr 2016 21:11:23 GMT

If-None-Match: "3434-530a091d50037-gzip"

Cache-Control: max-age=0



GET /themes/bootstrap/css/main.css HTTP/1.1

Host: www.granneman.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 

10.11; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0

Accept: text/css,*/*;q=0.1

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

DNT: 1

Referer: http://www.granneman.com/writing/

Cookie: CONCRETE5=6h8714bfr5m4g33p4mawxple93

Connection: keep-alive

If-Modified-Since: Sat, 16 Apr 2016 21:11:23 GMT

If-None-Match: "3434-530a091d50037-gzip"

Cache-Control: max-age=0



HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:02:27 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

Vary: User-Agent,Accept-Encoding

Last-Modified: Sat, 16 Apr 2016 21:11:23 GMT

Etag: "3434-530a091d50037-gzip"

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Content-Encoding: gzip

Content-Length: 3253

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/css



HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:02:27 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

Vary: User-Agent,Accept-Encoding

Last-Modified: Sat, 16 Apr 2016 21:11:23 GMT

Etag: "3434-530a091d50037-gzip"

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Content-Encoding: gzip

Content-Length: 3253

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/css





GET /writings/ HTTP/1.1

Host: www.granneman.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 

X 10.11; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0

Accept: text/html,application/

xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

DNT: 1

Cookie: CONCRETE5=6h8714bfr5m4g33p4mawxple93

Connection: keep-alive

Cache-Control: max-age=0



HTTP/1.0 404 Not Found

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:46:03 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

Vary: User-Agent

Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT

Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-

revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0

Pragma: no-cache

Connection: close

Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8



HTTP/1.0 404 Not Found

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:46:03 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

Vary: User-Agent

Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT

Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-

revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0

Pragma: no-cache

Connection: close

Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8





GET / HTTP/1.1

Host: secret.granneman.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 

X 10.11; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0

Accept: text/html,application/

xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate, br

DNT: 1

Cookie: 

admin=h=698765b7653426q22110079g2b476ba9&id=scott

@granneman.com

Connection: keep-alive



GET / HTTP/1.1

Host: secret.granneman.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 

X 10.11; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0

Accept: text/html,application/

xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate, br

DNT: 1

Cookie: 

admin=h=698765b7653426q22110079g2b476ba9&id=scott

@granneman.com

Connection: keep-alive



HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:49:28 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="Scott Only"

Content-Length: 381

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1



HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:49:28 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="Scott Only"

Content-Length: 381

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1





HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:52:58 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="Scott Only"

Content-Length: 381

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1



HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:52:58 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="Scott Only"

Content-Length: 381

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1





HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:54:08 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

Vary: User-Agent,Accept-Encoding

Last-Modified: Sun, 27 Jul 2014 03:01:36 GMT

Etag: "242-4ff73294e061a-gzip"

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Content-Encoding: gzip

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=15768000

Content-Length: 360

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/html



HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 17:54:08 GMT

Server: Apache

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

Vary: User-Agent,Accept-Encoding

Last-Modified: Sun, 27 Jul 2014 03:01:36 GMT

Etag: "242-4ff73294e061a-gzip"

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Content-Encoding: gzip

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=15768000

Content-Length: 360

Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100

Connection: Keep-Alive

Content-Type: text/html



3 Languages



Web browsers support only 3 languages 

HTML provides structure & meaning for the webpage 
document 

CSS defines style rules for presentation & layout 

JavaScript is a programming language that alters the 
document & styles when an event (e.g., page loads, 
clicks, scrolls, form submission) occurs



HTML (1991) existed before JavaScript (1995) & CSS 
(1996) 

HTML is required to make a webpage, while the others 
provide enhancements (though almost every webpage 
uses CSS & most use JavaScript)



✏ SIDE NOTE

JavaScript is not Java! 

Java is a popular programming language that was 
developed at Sun Microsystems & released on May 23, 
1995 

It has nothing to do with the Web 

JavaScript is a programming language for the Web that 
was developed at Netscape & released on December 4, 
1995 



HTML creates a tree structure that defines what’s in the 
document & how it’s organized



CSS defines the styles for the nodes in the tree structure 
shim



JavaScript alters the tree & the styles when events 
happen, e.g., a tracker & an ad are added on the fly



HTML CSS JavaScript Browser

Document 
tree

Style 
rules

Programmatic 
changes

Parse 
& paint

The browser processing pipeline (simplified)

Events



Separation of Concerns 

Divide computer program into separate concerns, each 
focusing on a specific resource 

Structure & meaning: HTML 

Presentation: CSS 

Behavior: JavaScript 

Note: there are exceptions to each of these!



The Simplest 
Webpage Ever



What is a webpage? 

Just a text (.txt) file that ends with .htm or .html

Nowadays, .html is the universally common extension



✏ SIDE NOTE

Virtually all coding is done is TXT files 

CSS is just a TXT file with .css at the end 

JavaScript is just a TXT file with .js at the end 

And so on with almost every programming language



The Web was designed from the beginning so that you 
can inspect the HTML of any webpage



⊞: Alt > Tools > Web Developer > Page Source ⊞: ⌃+U

: Tools > Web Developer > Page Source : ⌘U

… > F12 Developer Tools ⊞: ⌃+U

⊞: Right-click in the page > View Page Source ⊞: ⌃+U

⊞: Right-click in the page > View Page Source ⊞: ⌃+U

: View > Developer > View Source : ⌥⌘U

Develop > Show Page Source : ⌥⌘U 



In the mid-1990s, I 
learned how to code by 
viewing the HTML of 
webpages 

You can’t do this now — 
webpages are much too 
complex!





(



(





What can you tell about HTML 
from looking at this code?



HTML consists of different tags, 
which can be opened, closed, & 
nested inside each other 

Tags can have attributes (align) & 
those can have values (center)



<html> … </html> 

Root of the HTML document that 
tells browsers where HTML starts 
& ends



<head> … </head> 

Information & metadata primarily 
for browsers, computers, & bots, 
including links to CSS & JavaScript



<title> … </title> 

Title of the webpage for browsers, 
computers, & bots, although 
humans see that title on tabs



<body> … </body> 

Content that appears in the 
viewport for humans to see & use



If you need help remembering…



<h1> … </h1> 

Heading level 1, which acts as 
the title of the webpage for 
humans to see



<p> … </p> 

Paragraph 

Very common element



<br>

Line break that looks like single 
spacing, with very limited uses



Elements, 
Attributes, 

Values



<h1 align="center">

  Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh

</h1>

<h1 align="center"> is an opening or start tag 

</h1> is a closing or end tag



<h1 align="center">

  Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh:

  <br>Cultists in <i>The Call of Cthulhu</i>

</h1>

<br> does not have an end tag or content, because it is a 
void (or empty) element 

There are 14 of these void elements, including <hr>, 
<img>, & <meta>



<h1 align="center">

  Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh

</h1>

Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh is the content 

Strictly speaking, all of it, from <h1 on line 1 to /h1> on 
line 3 is an element



<h1 align="center"> … </h1>

h1 is an tag name (but some people call it an element) 

align is an attribute 

center is a value 

align="center" is an attribute-value pair



You can have more than 1 attribute-value pair 
in an opening tag 

<h1 align="center" title="Page title">

How many? 

As many as the specification allows for!



<img>

2017: global + 7



2022: global + 12



<a>

2017: global + 6 
2022: global + 8



<input>



<input>

2017: global + 32 
2022: global + 30



You cannot repeat attributes in a tag 

<p class="foo" class="bar"> ) *



✏ SIDE NOTE

The order of attributes doesn’t matter to browsers 

All of the following are equivalent (that said, the 1st is 
definitely the most common!): 

» <img src="hpl.jpg" width="500" height="100" 

alt="Eeek!"> 
» <img alt="Eeek!" width="500" src="hpl.jpg" 

height="100" > 
» <img width="500" height="100" alt="Eeek!" 

src="hpl.jpg">



✏ SIDE NOTE

I just used align="center" as an example 

Never use that! 

The align attribute was deprecated in HTML 4.01 

Deprecated means that developers shouldn’t use a 
feature because support for it will be removed in future 
versions of HTML 

Sure enough, align is gone from HTML5





DTD



When we looked at <html>, I said that it’s “Always the 
very 1st thing in a webpage” 

I lied  

The 1st thing is always a DTD: a Document Type 
Definition



The DTD is vitally important to a webpage 

Required at the beginning of every HTML document 

Tells rendering engines & validators… 
» that HTML is being used, not some other markup 

language 
» which version of HTML to use 
» whether to render in quirks (bad) or standards mode 

(good)



HTML 4.01 Transitional DTD 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 

Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/

loose.dtd">

Thank goodness we don’t have to use this anymore!



HTML5 DTD 

<!DOCTYPE html>

OR 

<!doctype html>

Actually, this DTD triggers standards mode in every 
browser back to IE 6!



Character 
Encoding



Character encoding tells rendering engines what 
language, writing system, & characters you’re using in 
the document







2 character encodings you must know 

» ASCII 
» UTF-8



ASCII



American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange 

1960 

128 characters 

» 94 printable characters (A, a, 1, +) 
» 33 non-printing control characters (mostly obsolete) 
» 1 space





08 BS Backspace • 09 HT Horizontal tab • 0A LF Line 
feed (end of line with UNIX) • 1B ESC Escape



UTF-8



O-bit Unicode Transformation Format 

Original standard dates back to October 1991 

Encompasses every character in every language in the 
world: version 15.1 includes 149,878 characters found 
in 161 modern & historic writing systems, plus symbols 
& formatting characters 

UTF-8 can support up to 1,112,064 characters!



+,-./012345☠6789:;<=>?@A

BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY

Z[\]^_`abcdefghi⭐klm❄⛄pq

rstuvwxyz{|}~����������⚾

⛳����������������✈���� ¡

¢£¤¥⛩§¨©ª«☎®⏳°±²⚖⛓µ¶·¸¹

º»¼½¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊ✂ÌÍÎÏÐÑ

)Ò‼⁉⚠Ö♻Ø#Ù♾➰ÛÜÝÞßàáâãäåæ 

All 3,782 emoji characters are part of Unicode!



Unicode consists of blocks, groups of related characters, 
such as 

Basic Latin • Latin-1 Supplement • Hebrew • Arabic • 
Currency Symbols • Arrows • Braille Patterns • 
Bopomofo • CJK Strokes • Phoenician • Cuneiform • 
Playing Cards • Alchemical Symbols • 308 in all!



Large square = 
65,536 charac-
ters 

Small square = 
256 characters 

All of ASCII = 
half of the small 
red square in the 
top left corner 
(128 characters)



✏ SIDE NOTE

In 1978 a standard was created for 6879 kanji 
characters used in Japanese 

Later used in Unicode



✏ SIDE NOTE

1 year later, people noticed that there were 63 (now 
pared down to 12) kanji characters that were … 
strange 

» nobody knew where they came from 
» nobody knew what they meant 
» nobody knew how to pronounce them 

These are now known as the ghost characters (

).



✏ SIDE NOTE

妛挧暃椦槞蟐 

袮閠駲墸壥彁 
Core ghost characters



✏ SIDE NOTE

Investigators think most of the ghosts were caused by 
folds & wrinkles because they were using paper back in 
1978 

: printers trying to create  by pasting  over  

: misreading of  — maybe?



✏ SIDE NOTE

“The errors went undiscovered just long enough to be 
set in stone, and now these ghosts are, at least in 
potential, a part of every computer on the planet, 
lurking in the dark corners of character tables. At this 
rate they’ll presumably be with humanity forever.”  
—Paul McCann



98%!



UTF-8 is the standard way to represent text in files, 
email, & software 

Use UTF-8! 

Everywhere! 

In everything! 

Webpages, text editors, IDEs, web browsers, email 
programs, programming, APIs, operating systems…



“Noto is a font family … 
designed to cover all the 
scripts encoded in the 
Unicode standard.” —
Wikipedia 

As of 2022, nearly 64,000 
characters out of 149,186 

1000+ languages!



Noto is short for no tofu 

Huh? 

Why would anyone say no 
to yummy, delicious tofu?!



Noto is Latin for “I write, I mark, I note” 

Tofu: empty white boxes that appear when a character 
isn’t supported in a typeface



No tofu meaning every white box 
will be replaced with a character



✏ SIDE NOTE

Musicians have used Unicode to create a variety of 
problems for companies, organizations, & software 

trying to track, organize, sell, & play their music ç



✏ SIDE NOTE

Coldplay’s album Music of the Spheres had these 
tracks on it: 

1. è 

4.✨ 

6.❤ 

9.ë 

11. ♾

https://musicbrainz.org/recording/4d9d4a93-926f-463b-ac5e-0008c359d208


✏ SIDE NOTE

qebrus is an electronic band with albums named 

◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙
◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙◙ 

⊊ ⊲⊓ ◆ ◇ ◐◉◑ ◇ ◆ ⊔ ⊳ ⊋ 

ᐔ ᐌ ᐂ ᐍ ᐚ 

⊶⊑∷⌊∴⊹∵⌉∷⊒⊷



✏ SIDE NOTE

Kieran Hebden is an electronic musician who most often 
records as Four Tet but has recorded with a variety of 

names, including ⣎⡇ꉺლ༽இ•̛)ྀྀ◞ ༎yy ༽◌ৣ◌ৢ   ꉺლ ؞ৢ◌؞ؖ

Some of those albums include… 

・✧(๑ඕััළ*.。 * ̈°。 (✧*:･ſ░▓░, 2017) 

)✧⃛⃛* (*¸.·* ´¨・*・ .°。·´¨´ *´¨゜. ´¨゜. .· ・*. *¨°。. ・*。

¸.·* ´.·*¨.· ・, 2017)



✏ SIDE NOTE

̡  ҉  ҉ .·๑ඕัั  ҉  ̸ ̡  ҉  ҉ .·๑ඕัั  ҉  ̸ ̡  ҉  ҉ .·๑ඕัั  ҉  ̸ ̡  ҉  ҉ .·๑ඕัั  ҉  ̸ ̡  ҉  ҉ .·๑ඕัั  ҉  ̸ ̡  ҉  

҉ .·๑ඕัั  ҉  ̸ ̡  ҉  ҉ .·๑ඕัั  ҉  (  ҉  ҉ , 2018) 

ʅ͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡͡

(ƟӨ)ʃ͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡

 ꐑ(ཀ ඊ"" !◌ੂ೧""࿃◌ू◌ੂ✧ළඕัั࿃◌ू◌ੂ࿃◌ू◌ੂ◌ੂ࿃◌ू◌ੂළඕัั✧ ı ̴̴̡  ̡̡|͡ ̲̲̲ ͡ ̲̲̲͡π̲̲͡͡͡ 

ɵ◌ੂ≢࿃◌ू◌ੂ೧""!◌ੂ ඊ""ཀ ꐑ(ʅ͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡͡

(ƟӨ)ʃ͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡

 (༈೧""≢)ꐑʅ(Ɵↂↂ. l̡̡̡ ̡ ͌l̡*̡̡  ̴̡ ı ̴̴̡  ̡̡|͡ ̲̲͡ π̲̲͡͡.̸̸̨
̨

 !◌ੂ)

༼◌ू༈೧""࿃◌ू◌ੂ༽(ଳծ" l̡̡̡ ̡ ͌l̡*̡̡  ̴̡ ı ̴̴̡  ̡̡|͡ ̲̲͡ π̲̲͡͡ ɵ◌ੂ≢)_ı̴ ̡ ͌ ̲|̡̡̡  ̡  ̴̡ ı ̴̡̡  ̡ ͌l̡̡̡ꐑ*:･✧(ཽཽ๑ඕััළඕัั)ꐑ

ʅ(Ɵↂ๑)✧*:･ ı ̴̴̡  ̡̡|͡ ̲̲͡ π̲̲͡͡.̸̸̨
̨

 !◌ੂ)༼◌ू༈೧""ʅ(ƟӨ)ʃ ꐑ(ཀ ඊ"" !◌ੂ)༼◌ू༈೧""࿃◌ू◌ੂ༽

(ଳծ"ɵ◌ੂ≢ↂ. l̡̡̡ ̡ ͌l̡*̡̡  ̴̡., 2019)



✏ SIDE NOTE

ooo ̝̞̟
̜̙̘̗̖

҉̵̴̨̧̢̡

̼̻̺̹̳̲̱̰̯̮̭̬̫̪̩̦̥̤ ̣̠

҈

͈͇͉͍͎͓͔͕͖͙͚

͜͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢

ͅ

 oʅ͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡͡
͡͡͡

̟̞̝ ؞ৢ◌؞ؙؖ⁽⁾˜ัิีึื์๎้็๋๊⦁0 )
̜̙̘̗̖

҉̵̴̨̧̢̡

̼̻̺̹̳̲̱̰̯̮̭̬̫̪̩̦̥̤ ̣̠

҈

͈͇͉͍͎͓͔͕͖͙͚

͜͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢

ͅ

 !◌ੂ೧""࿃◌ू◌ੂ ( 2020 ,

ͅ

͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͜

͚͙
͖͕
͔͓
͎͍͉
͇͈

҈

̠ ̣̤̥
̦̩̪
̫ ̬̭
̮̯̰̱
̲̳̹
̺̻̼

̴̵̡̢̧̨҉

̖̗̘
̙̜̝
̞̟ 

ͅ

͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͢͜

͚͙
͖͕
͔͓
͎͍͉
͇͈

҈

̠ ̣̤̥
̦̩̪
̫ ̬̭
̮̯̰̱
̲̳̹
̺̻̼

̴̵̡̢̧̨҉

̖̗̘
̙̜̝
(؞ৢ◌؞ؙؖ ̟̞



Setting 
Character Encoding



Browsers know which character encoding a webpage 
is using via 1 of these 2 methods 

1. Web server configured by admins to serve UTF-8 

2. You insert the right <meta> element in <head>



Regardless of what your server admins do, this always 
works: insert a <meta> element inside <head> 

<meta charset="utf-8">



Actually, <meta charset="utf-8"> works in all 
browsers back to IE 6!



The <meta> for character encoding must be the 1st 
thing after <head> 

Why? Because all text after it needs to have character 
encoding set



✏ SIDE NOTE

In fact, character encoding must be specified & 
completed within the first 1024 bytes of your document



HTML5 

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

  <meta charset="UTF-8">

  <title>☠ƣɕʢϣЛӹאصࠇࢥতஇ༅ሔᏌᛀᠲᬙ€</title>

</head>

<body>

  …



✏ SIDE NOTE

Sometimes you might have to work on old webpages 

In HTML 4.01, this is how you declared that you were 
using UTF-8: 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/

html; charset=utf-8”>

Again, thank goodness we don’t need to do that now

(Remember, now you just use: <meta charset="utf-8">)



The Simplest 
Webpage Ever, 

Corrected





Let’s add the DTD & character encoding…





This is the “wrong” one — look at 
the previous slide for any 
differences you can spot in the 
rendered webpage on the right



It looked the same, even when the code was “wrong” 

Why? Because rendering engines “fix” your errors as 
best they can 

Is that a license to be sloppy or careless? No! 

“… [Web browsers], while parsing an HTML document, 
may abort the parser at the first parse error that they 
encounter …” —HTML Living Standard



On top of all that, if 
potential employers or 
other developers look at 
your terrible code, you will 
be judged harshly



Comments



Comments tell the rendering engine to ignore the 
commented out code & text



HTML comments on a single line 

<!-- … -->

Can also be multi-line 

<!-- 

…

…

…

 -->





You cannot nest comments! 

<!-- Cthulhu sleeps for now <!-- in Ryleh --> 

waiting to awake -->  ) 

“Such a comment will be closed by the first occurring  
--> … and everything that follows will be treated as 
markup.” —HTML Living Standard 

waiting to awake --> will appear to users



Why use comments? 

Notes for you & your co-workers 

<!-- Solution found at http://www.

granneman.com/webdev/coding/dtds/ -->

<!-- Do not edit below here -->

<!-- Google Analytics -->



Do not be cute & leave “funny” comments in your code 

<!-- Stupid solution to satisfy the client’s 

stupid request for a stupid feature --> 

You will forget to remove them before your work goes 
live, someone will look at the code, & you will have 
some awkward ’splainin’ to do



A beginning coder asked a developer, “What makes 
code bad?” 

The developer replied, 

ìí+



A beginning coder asked a developer, “What makes 
code bad?” 

The developer replied, 

ìí+

“No comment.”



Editing



Remember, a webpage is just a text file that ends 
with .htm or .html 

You can create & edit webpages using a variety of tools



°PRO TIP

Never use spaces in webpage folder or file names! 

This is wrong: contact info.html 

These are right: 
» contactinfo.html 
» contactInfo.html 
» contact_info.html 
» contact-info.html ! what most developers use



°PRO TIP

Never capitalize webpage folder or file names! 

Don’t do this: About-Us/Contact-Info.html 

Do this instead: about-us/contact-info.html 

Why?  

» You won’t have to remember when you capitalized & 
when you didn’t 

» Consistency 
» It’s what most developers do



Ways to create & edit websites, from oldest to newest 

» Text editor 
» WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) 
» Template-based Content Management Systems 

All are still useful & used



New tech-
nologies don’t 
mean we stop 
using the old 
ones 

When we 
started using 
cars, we didn’t 
kill all the 
horses…



New tech-
nologies don’t 
mean we stop 
using the old 
ones 

When we 
started using 
cars, we didn’t 
kill all the 
horses…



Text editor 

Create & edit HTML (& CSS, & JavaScript) by hand





Allows for the most control, but can be tedious & error-
prone  

These problems can be somewhat mitigated by 
automation, but not fully



î FORMATTING GUIDE

You could put your code on one line 

<!DOCTYPE html><html><head><meta 

charset="utf-8"><title>The Call of Cthulhu</

title></head><body><h1>A Story by H.P. 

Lovecraft</h1></body></html>

ï: Rendering engines wouldn’t care 

ðñ: Hard to read! Hard to parse! Collaborators ò 

you!



î FORMATTING GUIDE

You could break things up randomly 

<!DOCTYPE html><html><head><meta 

charset="utf-8"><title>The 

Call of 

Cthulhu

</title></head><body><h1>A Story 

by H.P. Lovecraft</h1>

</body></html>

ï: Rendering engines wouldn’t care  

ðñ: Hard to read! Hard to parse! Collaborators ò you!



î FORMATTING GUIDE

You should indent (nest) your code 

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

  <head>

    <meta charset="utf-8">

    <title>The Call of Cthulhu</title>

  </head>

  <body>

    <h1>A Story by H.P. Lovecraft</h1>

  </body>

</html>

ï: Rendering 

engines wouldn’t 
care  

ðñ: Easy to read! 

Easy to parse! 

Collaborators ❤ 

you!



î FORMATTING GUIDE

Always nest (indent) your code! 

You will learn the details as we go through the course



î FORMATTING GUIDE

Sometimes nesting might seem a little excessive…









37 levels of 
nesting from 
<body> to <video>



WYSIWYG: What You See Is What You Get 

“…a system in which editing software allows content to 
be edited in a form that resembles its appearance 
when printed or displayed as a finished product … 
WYSIWYG implies the ability to directly manipulate 
the layout of a document without having to type or 
remember names of layout commands.” —Wikipedia



PC-Write (1985) was not a 
WYSIWYG 

Ctrl+B or Alt+B toggles Bold 

.R:letter sets font to setting 
coded by Alt+letter 
(e.g., .R:B for bold)



PC-Write (1985) was not a 
WYSIWYG 

Ctrl+B or Alt+B toggles Bold 

.R:letter sets font to setting 
coded by Alt+letter 
(e.g., .R:B for bold)

These symbols don’t print



MacWrite (1984) was a WYSIWYG



WYSIWYG webpage editors use a GUI (Graphical 
User Interface) to automatically generate HTML 
(often incorrect) that is hidden from user 

Main WYSIWYG editors 
» Adobe PageMill Dreamweaver 
» Microsoft FrontPage Expression 
» Nvu Kompozer BlueGriffon







Creating & editing websites using both text editors & 
WYSIWYGs share similar problems 

» Scalability 
» Maintainability



Scalability 

With both solutions, a website of 1000 pages is just 
that: 1000 HTML pages 

Change the logo’s location? Change the background 
color? Alter the footer’s text? 

You have to change 1000 pages



Maintainability 

Specialized technical knowledge is required to edit & 

maintain the website -



A template-based Content Management System solves 
both scalability & maintainability



With a CMS, all content—templates, text, images, 
scripts—is stored & managed in a database 

Need to make a change? 

Do it once, to the item in the database, & it’s fixed for 
the entire site



A good CMS also makes it easy for non-technical users 
to edit the website by incorporating a WYSIWYG editor 
into the website



WebSanity uses Concrete CMS 

WordPress is another very popular CMS (which is used 
inappropriately on way, way, way too many websites)









Jans creates the templates using Visual Studio Code, a 
text editor 

Clients edit content using a WYSIWYG 

Everything is managed by a CMS & stored in a database



So what do professionals use to develop webpages?



Do not use Word



Do not use Word

)











Do not use Notepad on Windows 

There are many better options 
(& it just sucks in general)



Do not use TextEdit on macOS 

It’s actually an RTF editor 

Still doesn’t support HTML5!



BBEdit Notepad++ 4 Kate

Sublime Text Sublime Text Sublime Text

TextMate UltraEdit gedit

Nova Visual Studio Bluefish

Eclipse Eclipse Eclipse

MacVim gVim/Vim vim

JetBrains JetBrains JetBrains

Visual Studio Code Visual Studio Code Visual Studio Code

… … …



code.visualstudio.com









Common features found in VS Code 

» Cross-platform 
» Project-based 
» Syntax highlighting 
» Robust find & replace, with regex 
» Linting & debugging 
» Autocompletion 
» LESS & SCSS (CSS preprocessor) support 
» Multiple cursors & selections 
» Inline help



If VS Code doesn’t do something you want it to do, you 
can probably find it in an extension—an add-on that 
extends the capability of VS Code



1

2







✏ SIDE NOTE

Electron combines the Chromium rendering engine 
blink with node.js to make it easy for developers to 
create desktop apps for macOS, Windows, & Linux 
using HTML, CSS, & JavaScript 

A lot of cross-platform apps are built using Electron, 
e.g., Atom, Bitwarden, Discord, GitKraken, Microsoft 
Teams, Notion, Signal, Skype, Slack, TIDAL, Wire, & 
many others 

Main complaint: slower than native apps



Visual Studio Code has a lot of great aspects 

Updated every month 

Good documentation 

Supports almost any development language, but aimed 
at Web developers 

Very performant



codepen.io



codepen.io/websanity/



CodePen is like YouTube for developers 

Developers publish their work so others can view & 
learn 

All open source 

If you’re serious about Web dev, you should create a 
free account at CodePen & learn how to use it







Slides 

granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Web-

Dev-Intro-for-Students.pdf 

chnsa.ws/web-dev-intro-stu-slides

Notes 

granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Web-

Dev-Intro-for-Students.txt 

chnsa.ws/web-dev-intro-stu-notes

https://granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Web-Dev-Intro-for-Students.pdf
https://chnsa.ws/web-dev-intro-stu-slides
https://granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Web-Dev-Intro-for-Students.txt
https://chnsa.ws/web-dev-intro-stu-notes


All of my presentations 

granneman.com/presentations/all-

presentations 

chnsa.ws/all-presentations

https://granneman.com/presentations/all-presentations
https://chnsa.ws/all-presentations


Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

jans@websanity.com 
websanity.com
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Bonus



History



AOL Explorer • Arena • Arora • Avant • AWeb • 
BlackBerry Browser • Camino • Canary • Cello • Chrome 
• Chromium • Cruz • Dolphin • ELinks • Epiphany • 
Firebird • Firefox • Flock • Galeon • HotJava •  iCab • 
Internet Explorer • K-Meleon • Konqueror • Links • 
Lunascape • Lynx • Maxthon • Mercury • Minimo • Miro 
• Mosaic • Navigator • NetPositive • Netscape • 
OmniWeb • Opera • Phoenix • PocketWeb • ReKonq • 
RockMelt • Safari • SeaMonkey • Shiira • Sleipner • 
Stainless • Sunrise • Teashark • Tor Browser • UdiWWW 
• Viola • WebExplorer • WebKit • WorldWideWeb • w3m



1990: WorldWideWeb, the 1st GUI Web browser



1991: CERN line-mode browser, the 1st text-only Web 
browser



1992: Lynx, the oldest browser still in use & developed



Late 1992: Marc 
Andreessen, a computer 
science undergrad at 
University of Illinois at 
Urbana–Champaign, 
develops the Mosaic 
browser along with Eric 
Bina while working at the 
NCSA (National Center for 
Super-computing 
Applications)



1993: Tim Berners-Lee convinces CERN to release the World 
Wide Web (idea & code) into the public domain



1993: NCSA 
Mosaic makes 
the Web popular 
& introduces 
lots of still-
common 
features



1994: Jim Clark & Marc Andreessen… 

» found Mosaic Communications Corporation 
» release 1st beta of Mosaic Netscape ($99 for 

businesses, free for individuals) 
» rename company to Netscape Communications



… & release 
Netscape 
Navigator 1.0 
for Windows, 
Mac OS, Linux, 
OS/2, Solaris, 
BSD, IRIX, AIX, 
& HP-UX



August 1995: Netscape’s IPO begins dot-com boom of 
the late 1990s 

90% market share for Netscape Navigator 



1994: Windows 95 still in development, with no Web 
browser planned



Early 1995: Microsoft licenses Spyglass (which was 
acting as a licensor for NCSA Mosaic) & re-names it 
Internet Explorer 

Microsoft was to pay Spyglass a quarterly fee + a % of 
revenues Microsoft received from selling IE





June 1995: Microsoft still 
plans to include IE 
separately from Windows 
95, as part of “Microsoft 
Plus! Companion for 
Windows 95”



Late June 1995: Microsoft sees Netscape as a threat & 
decides to give away IE for free & bundle IE with 
Windows



Since Microsoft gave IE away freely, Spyglass ended up 
making around $400,000 

Spyglass sued in 1997 & Microsoft settled for $8 million



Microsoft changes license to PC OEMs 

» Can’t remove IE from desktop or Start menu 
» Can’t give consumers choice of 3rd party browsers 

If they don’t obey Microsoft, it will revoke their 
Windows license 

If they complain, Microsoft charges them more



August 1995: 
Windows 95 
ships with 
Internet 
Explorer 1.0
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Netscape IE



Developers around the world are invited to col-
laborate on a new & better browser

January 1998: Netscape open sources its browser 
code as the Mozilla Project



IE stagnated once Microsoft “won” the browser wars



IE Version Release Date

1 August 1995

2 November 1995

3 August 1996

4 October 1997

5 March 1999

5.5 July 2000

6 October 2001

7 October 2006



IE 1: 6 programmers at Microsoft 

IE 3: 100 programmers 

IE 5: 1,000 programmers 

After IE 6 came out, what was the number of full-time 
programmers working on IE at Microsoft?



0



7 May 2003: Microsoft announces that “there will be no 
future standalone installations. IE6 SP1 is the final 
standalone installation.”

To update IE, you will 
need to buy the new 
version of Windows



June 16, 2003: Microsoft 
cancels IE for Mac



June 23, 2003: 
One week later, 
Steve Jobs 
releases Safari 
for Mac OS X



1998: Mozilla Project developers realize that Netscape’s 
code is a complete mess & decide to re-write from scratch



June 5, 2002: 
Mozilla 1.0 
released



Mozilla was based on Netscape Communicator, which 
is actually a suite of programs 

» Navigator: Web browser 
» Mail: Email 
» Composer: webpage editor 
» Address Book 
» & several other programs 

Slow! Bloated!



2002 
Phoenix 0.1 released, Mozilla’s web browser component 

2003 
Phoenix ! Firebird 0.6 

February 2004 
Firebird ! Firefox 0.8



November 
2004: Firefox 
1.0 released



Microsoft changed its 
mind about browser 
upgrades requiring OS 
upgrades 

Why? Firefox became 
popular 

Result? IE 7 was available 
for download for XP SP 2 
users & was in Vista



September 
2008: Google 
announces 
Chrome with a 
38-page comic 
book



SIDE NOTE



Spyglass

WindowsMac UNIX

Internet Explorer 
Family Tree

Edge

Internet Explorer 
Family Tree





Problems with IE 

» Security  
» Ridiculously complex settings 
» Poor support for Web standards 

» Slowest in terms of overall performance ó



Complexity

























10 screens!



















5 screens!





Firefox 
Family Tree

Mosaic

Netscape

MozillaSeaMonkey

Firefox

Firefox 
Family Tree



Firefox

Netscape IceWeasel

Mosaic

Netscape

MozillaSeaMonkey

Firefox



Firefox has many cool features



Session Restore



Firefox was the 1st major browser to support session 
restore: the browser remembers what you were doing if 
it closes or crashes, & re-opens windows & tabs 

Now supported by Chrome, Safari, & Opera





Profiles



Firefox stores important settings & data in a profile 
folder 

You can create as many profiles as you’d like 

You can switch between profiles when you start Firefox





Bookmarks 

Downloads 

Browsing History 

Passwords 

Site-Specific Preferences 

Search Engines 

Personal Dictionary 

Autocomplete History 

Cookies 

Security Certificate Settings 

Security Device Settings 

Download Actions 

Plugin MIME Type 

Stored Session 

Toolbar Customization 

User Styles



Extensions 
& Themes



Hundreds of thousands of add-ons for Firefox

















200 
is too many!



Other reasons Firefox is cool 

» Multi-platform support: Windows, OS X, Linux 
» Excellent support for Web standards 
» Best-of-breed developer tools



Safari

Chrome

Konqueror

Chrome (<blink>)

Opera

Safari/Chrome/Opera 
Family Tree





Specific Safari features 

» Reader 
» iCloud Keychain 
» iCloud Bookmarks 
» iCloud Tabs









iCloud Keychain syncs your user names, passwords, & 
credit card info between Safari on your Mac & Mobile 
Safari on your iOS devices 

Everything is encrypted with 256-bit AES





iCloud Bookmarks sync bookmarks between Safari on 
your Mac & Mobile Safari on your iOS devices





iCloud Tabs syncs tabs between Safari on your Mac & 
Mobile Safari on your iPhone & iPad





I have 7 web browsers on my Mac—Safari, Firefox, 
Brave, Brave Browser Beta, & TorBrowser — but I often 
use Safari 

Why?



» Private: Apple isn’t collecting data on my browsing 
» Fast: always in the top 3 
» Extensions: the ones I want 
» Secure: good security record 
» Scriptable: great for the automation tools I use 
» Development: good Web developer tools 
» Printing: excellent support for generating PDFs





Google Chrome has lots of advantages 

» Fast 
» Advanced 
» Gazillions of extensions 
» Good security (but not privacy) 
» Syncing of data



Google Chrome has really bad disadvantages 

» Google spying so Google knows even more about you 
» Strange UI decisions 
» Extensions at Chrome Web Store often not policed 

well



3 Languages



✏ SIDE NOTE

Why is it called JavaScript? 

Early 1995 

Netscape decides to add scripting to its browser after 
embedding Java support with the browser & hiring 
Brendan Eich to add support for Scheme



✏ SIDE NOTE

May 1995 

Brendan Eich creates Mocha scripting language at 
Netscape in 10 days 

September 1995 

Netscape Navigator 2.0b3 ships LiveScript 



✏ SIDE NOTE

December 4, 1995 

Netscape & Sun announce JavaScript: “The JavaScript 
language complements Java … While Java is used by 
programmers to create new objects and applets, 
JavaScript is designed for use by HTML page authors 
and enterprise application developers to dynamically 
script the behavior of objects running on either the 
client or the server.”



✏ SIDE NOTE

So why is it called JavaScript, even though it has next to 
nothing technically to do with Java? 

A bad marketing decision 25 years ago!



UTF-8



✏ SIDE NOTE

Japanese kaomoji (顔⽂字, lit. “face characters”) 1st 

appeared in 1986 on ASCII NET, an early Japanese 
online service 

(*_*)   (-_-;)   (^.^)   [o_0]   (`Д´)   ᶘᵒᴥᵒᶅ   ಠ_ಠ   >.<  



✏ SIDE NOTE

Other emoticons 

ò_ó   õ_o   t(-_-t)   <( ^.^ )>   <( ^.^ )>   -ㅅ-   ({^}) 

( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)  “Lenny” 

¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 

(╯°□°)╯︵ ┻━┻    Table flip!



✏ SIDE NOTE

┏┓┏┓┃  

┗┛┗┛┃＼○／ 

┏┓┏┓┃   / 

┗┛┗┛┃ノ) 

┏┓┏┓┃ 

┗┛┗┛┃ 

┏┓┏┓┃ 

┗┛┗┛┃ 

┏┓┏┓┃ 

┃┃┃┃┃  

┗┛┗┛┃＼○／ 

┏┓┏┓┃  / 

┗┛┗┛┃ノ) 

┏┓┏┓┃ 

┗┛┗┛┃ 

┏┓┏┓┃ 

┗┛┗┛┃ 

┏┓┏┓┃ 

┃┃┃┃┃ 

┻┻┻┻



Changelog 

2024-01-13 3.14: Updated for Unicode 15.1; added 
tweet re: Chrome spying; added slide for <center> 
showing deprecation; added slides re: musicians using 
Unicode; added a couple of slides re: what to notice re: 
HTML in The Simplest Webpage Ever; added 2 
diagrams re: UTF-8; added QR codes



Changelog 

2023-07-31 3.13: Added images showing browsers 
based on Chromium 

2023-06-12 3.12: Added Parts of a URL to How the 
Web Works  

2023-06-12 3.11: Quoted TB-L on why he created the 
Web; reorganized Safari in Bonus



Changelog 

2023-03-30 3.10: Updated screenshots of VS Code’s 
Extensions View 

2023-03-19 3.9: Added citation for quirks mode; added 
slide re: you cannot nest comments; added quote from 
HTML Living Standard re: parse errors & moved 
getting judged re: bad code to new slide; added 
quotation from WHATWG re: removing features; added 
box around BS in ASCII Code Chart



Changelog 

2023-03-13 3.8: For Web Servers, added icons showing 
supported operating systems & current marketshare 
numbers; added more to the list of Chromium-based 
browsers; updated UTF-8 & Noto numbers, plus better 
explanation of no tofu; added Tim Berners-Lee image 

2023-01-23 3.7: Removed Quirks Mode; moved kaomoji 
to Bonus; added gVim to Windows Vim; added chnsa.ws 
links to MDN reference links; added examples how to 
search by putting mdn 1st



Changelog 

2022-07-15 3.6: Separated protocol & HTTP onto 
separate slides; minor edits; glad we don’t use the 
HTML 4.01 DTD or character encoding any longer; 
more on why sloppy code is bad; more on why not to 
leave “funny” comments in; more on why not to 
capitalize files & folders; more explanation why PC-
Write was not a WYSIWYG; a teeny bit more about 
CodePen; minor edits & alterations



Changelog 

2022-07-12 3.5: Added MDN Web Docs to Background; new 
screenshots of MDN reference pages, including JavaScript; added 
HTML 5.1 & 5.2 to HTML timeline, with sleeping emojis; updated 
all citations; added details to Browser Choices; updated many 
screenshots; simplified Setting Character Encoding; improved 
Noto; big update! 

2022-01-23 3.0: Changed to Web Dev Intro to Students; removed 
lots of stuff that is really only for Professionals; reversed Chrome & 
Viewport; rearranged a few things, added some stuff, & clarified 
things that weren’t clear; bumped to 3.0 because of the big changes



Changelog 

2021-11-28 2.8: Changed wording slightly explaining an 
element; added example from Twitter of 37 levels of 
nesting 

2021-06-10 2.7: Removed 1 kaomoji because it was 
really an emoticon; better examples of hypertext, 
markup, & language; added hidden slide re W3C 
charter for HTML5



Changelog 

2021-04-14 2.6: Updated theme to Granneman 1.7; cleaned 
up lots of minor formatting issues; added section on kaomoji 

2020-09-08 2.5: Cleaned up lots of little stuff; added slides 
describing node.js, Electron, great features of VSCode; 
updated CanIUse screenshots; updated Web server 
marketshare; added summary note about JavaScript’s name; 
updated Bonus > History section to make it a lot better; 
clarified void elements in Elements, Attributes, Values



Changelog 

2020-08-19 2.4: Added slide re Microsoft ending 
support for IE 11 & Edge Legacy 

2020-08-06 2.3: Added number of emoji & a few 
details re UTF-8 in Character Encoding 

2020-07-13 2.2: Added details re: ECMAScript (Java-
Script) & ECMA; fixed caniuse.com screenshots; minor 
wording changes; added history of JavaScript

http://caniuse.com


Changelog 

2020-07-05 2.1: Added other specs overseen by 
WHATWG & that W3C still oversees CSS; minor fixes 

2020-06-26 2.0: Combined Browsers, Web Servers, & 
HTTP into a new section: How the Web Works; added U 
Languages section; reorganized sections to make more 
sense; added kick-ass diagrams to U Languages; added 
details re: DTD & quirks mode; minor wording fixes; 
bumped up to version 2 because of the large changes & 
restructuring



Changelog 

2020-06-10 1.29: Minor fixes & updates; hid tips from 
Pragmatic Programmer; added stats & tables to 
Rendering Engines; updated web server marketshare 

2020-02-05 1.28: Added </head><body> tattoo photo; 
added details about Chromium-based browsers; added 
release date for new Edge; fixed all browser logos to be 
historically accurate; fixed family trees in Choices



Changelog 

2019-09-14 1.27: Added info re: WHATWG hosting living 
HTML spec; moved Choices last under Browsers; added 
info re: Chromium; minor fixes 

2019-08-28 1.26: Added info re: supporting browsers; 
added how the Web was designed to view source code; 
added closing tags & void elements; replaced Microsoft 
logo; added Formatting Guide pages re: nesting code 
under Text Editor; changed colors of Development Venn 
diagram; added HTML Tags to history of HTML



Changelog 

2018-12-24 1.25: Updated UTF-8 & Noto info; added Emoji 
slide to UTF-O; added that CodePen is like YouTube; order 
of attributes doesn’t matter; cannot repeat attributes; 
added note re: character encoding in 1st 1024 characters; 
added details on Noto; added rendering engine slides re: 
Edge moving to <blink>, added JavaScript engines; added 
ghost characters to UTF-8; added neat ASCII chart 

2018-10-01 1.24: Minor formatting fixes; fixed images for 
Simplest Webpage; updated theme to Granneman 1.5



Changelog 

2018-08-22 1.23: Added new Windows-1252 diagram; 
fixed ISO-8859-1 page; changed font in Markup Venn 
diagram; updated web server marketshare; added 
section on Visual Studio Code & hid Brackets; re-
formatted table of editors; hid Templates section; 
several more slides on Can I Use; better image for 
Outlook rendering engines



Changelog 

2018-05-07 1.22: Changed theme to Granneman 1.4; 
lots of formatting fixes; additional notes re: Notepad & 
TextEdit; added how to set character encoding in 
browsers; added instructions for setting Chrome’s 
character encoding to UTF-8; moved tofu under Noto; 
changed wording on Notepad; updated HTML 
Templates; updated installation screenshots



Changelog 

2017-11-03 1.21: Added Visual Studio Code to list of 
editors; added HTTP & Web Servers sections 

2017-10-23 1.20: In Background, better ordered slides, 
hid a few, added Can I Use, & improved HTML versions 
slide; added browser marketshare in Browsers; in DTD, 
hid older DTDs; added Noto to UTF-8 in Character 
Encoding; linked to my version of HTML Templates 
extension for Brackets; new link & examples for Brackets 
HTML Templates extension



Changelog 

2017-09-15 1.19: Updated HTML Templates slides; hid Outlook’s 
rendering engine; added tips from Pragmatic Programmer; added 
more attribute examples; updated View Source instructions; 
replaced HTML5 Taxonomy & Status image; hid Opera Mini; more 
detail on browser family trees; hid some browser parts to focus on 
chrome & viewport 

2016-09-07 1.18: Many small changes & fixes; added slide showing 
status of W3C HTML5 & related techs; updated theme to 
Granneman 1.2  

2016-08-23 1.17: Removed centering on W3C slide



Changelog 

2016-01-10 1.16: Added slide re: feature phones 

2016-01-10 1.15: Added slide re: capitalizing files & folders; 
updated info on browser support for DTD & Character 
Encoding 

2015-08-31 1.14: Changed theme to Georgia Pro, so I had to fix 
a lot of things; made versions of DTD with versions of HTML 
clearer; clarified & cleaned up Character Encoding; clarified IE 
Edge Mode; minor edits to Editing; better explained 
WYSIWYGs; took out 1 CodePen slide



Changelog 

2015-08-27 1.13: Removed 6-week release cycle for 
Brackets; shortened WebSanity CodePen URL; debugging 
not a good reason for comments; added EdgeHTML to 
rendering engines; improved deprecation slide; minor 
changes & fixes 

2015-08-26 1.12: Removed slide showing Edge; put Opera 
on same line as Chrome; added browser family trees; 
updated Browser Parts from Safari to Chrome; updated 
Brackets features provided via extensions



Changelog 

2015-06-13 1.11: Made the Tim Berners-Lee slides a lot cooler; 
added info about font tofu & Noto; changed name of Spartan to 
Edge 

2015-02-02 1.10: Removed HTML5 REC; added info about Spartan 
& EdgeHTML; added info re: Outlook’s rendering engine; added 
slide about original purpose of the Web (documents); added year of 
WHATWG’s founding; added dates of HTML releases & Flash 

2015-01-24 1.9: Added Mojibake term & example to Character 
Encoding



Changelog 

2015-01-12 1.8: Removed ? after 2014 for HTML5; removed 
Adobe Edge Code; added preprocessing support to Brackets 

2014-09-06 1.7: Removed Frameworks slide from Templates; 
rearranged W3C & WHATWG pages; moved side note about IE 
Edge Mode to Character Encoding; added examples to 
comments; various small tweaks & fixes 

2014-09-02 1.6: Added slide on spaces in file names; 
strikethroughs on certain Brackets extensions because they 
were added to the program; added screenshots of CodePen



Changelog 

2014-08-28 1.5: Changed “web browser” to “rendering 
engine” where appropriate; re-ordered a few slides; 
added Scott McCloud 

2014-08-27 1.4: Moved History to Bonus 

2014-08-26 1.3: Cleaned up Browser History



Changelog 

2014-08-26 1.2: Minor fixes; added images for text editors 
& WYSIWYG; added Browser History & Browser Choices 
sections 

2014-07-28 1.1.3: Added better WYSIWYG slides 

2014-07-28 1.1.2: Added CodePen slides 

2014-07-01 1.1.1: Added slides to Rendering Engines 
showing support for HTML5 & CSS
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